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Portfolio Note
We have highlighted some of the areas where you can see examples of achievement on your tour.
There are of course many other examples to be seen throughout the village.
Other ‘evidence of achievement’ is also included in each section just in case we don’t mention it on
the judging day!
Photographs - We have included a montage of a few of our many photos relevant to each section.
When you see our Middleton Bee it means that we are proud of our ‘Wild about Gardens’
credentials in this area.

Introduction
1. Welcome to Middleton
Middleton grew as an agricultural, lead-mining
and quarrying settlement whose history is plain
to see everywhere. The Cromford and High
Peak Railway at Middleton Top is a reminder of
transport innovation and the second phase of
the Industrial Revolution.
Today, our landscape of moors, woodland,
narrow dales, and flower-rich meadows including local nature reserves and SSSIs attracts many thousands of visitors. The
disused railway has been reinvented as the
High Peak Trail, winding across the countryside.
On the edge of the village the Eco Centre,
National Stone Centre and the newly-opened
Mount Cook outdoor centre make significant
contributions to the local economy and to
green tourism.
Middleton's terrain, altitude and exposure
present a significant horticultural challenge. The narrow village street tucked under the steep
hillside hides many gardens, but the genius of gardeners is revealed in their use of odd corners and
daunting slopes as well as more favourable sites. Visitors to the Open Gardens weekend are
charmed by the ingenuity and intimacy of the gardens they discover.
We started our Bloom journey 11 years ago and we've moved quickly towards Bloom being a
sustainable concept which engages the many village groups and enthusiastic individuals. We are
what you see, making positive decisions about the way individual areas of the village are managed
for their wildlife value and visual impact - not always quite the same thing!...................
We embrace Bloom’s drive towards enhancing our wild areas and this year’s ‘Wild about Gardens
initiative’.
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The MIB organising group is made up of the following members who have many other interests throughout
our community. The list below gives just a few examples.
Mike Coveney
Hilary Casey
Ann Stamper
Jane Monaghan
Rob Stamper
Pam Jones
David Casey
Brenda Hobson

Chair of Middleton School Governors.
Secretary
Treasurer, Middleton Environment Group and holiday cottage owner.
Events lead, Village Hall, Publican - Nelson Arms, holiday cottage owner.
Bloom coordinator, Middleton Environment group, holiday cottage owner.
Fundraiser
Catering

As in all small village groups, we all do a bit of everything - so the roles identified above tend to
merge depending on the task. More importantly, we benefit from support from a number of other
groups and residents throughout the village.

2. Our Key achievements – Pride in our village and environment
Our key achievements are not just measured in ‘Bloom’ awards. They are measured by the ever
growing sense of community across all areas of village life and the resultant PRIDE.
A few examples are;
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pride in the village as those ‘old Middletonians’ who remember the village as a ‘rough and
dusty mining village where nobody wanted to live’ now proudly share their village and
heritage with locals and tourists alike.
Pride as shown by the welcome shown to the many visitors to the annual Open Gardens
event. This year a record 43 gardens took part, a remarkable number in such a small village.
Pride as shown by the Knit and natterers who crafted a number of seasonal tableaus.
Pride as shown by the Middleton Ladies Group who created seasonal themed mosaics.
Pride as shown by the support (both financial and time) given by locals and businesses alike,
ensuring that Middleton in Bloom remains viable for for the future.
Pride in our heritage as shown by new WW1 memorials.
• Pride in our natural environment, shared with our local partners the Derbyshire Wildlife
Trust.
Middleton in Bloom works with everyone providing a hub and a focus for all.

3. Key statistics
Middleton has around 700 on the electoral roll.
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Review of our past year
The list below highlights just a few of the events related to Bloom throughout the past year.

August 18
•
•
•

Middleton Musical Extravaganza.
Two gardening days
Middleton Gardening club

September 18
•
•
•

Annual produce show
Two gardening days
Middleton Gardening club

October 18
•
•

Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

November 18
•
•
•

Middleton remembers: WW1 commemoration event
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

December 18
•
•
•

Christmas lights family event on the village
Green
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

January 19
•
•
•

Community New years day ‘Middleton got
talent’ event.
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

February 19
•
•
•

Open Garden ‘Pie and pea supper’ – a thankyou evening for participants.
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

March 19
•
•
•

Middleton Gardening club
Gardening club film in Middletons new Lottery funded community cinema.
Two gardening days
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April 19
•
•
•

‘Not Yet May Day’ folk dancing
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days

May 19
•
•
•
•

Village planting - extra gardening days
Middleton Gardening club
Spring planting days
Two gardening days

June 19
•
•
•
•
•

Middleton Open Garden weekend
Middleton Gardening club bus trip to Barnsdale
Blessing and installation of the WW1 memorial
Two gardening days
Middleton in Bloom A.G.M.

July 19
•
•
•
•

Middleton Gardening club
EMIB judging – villagers welcome
Britain Bloom judging – villagers
welcome
Two gardening days

August 19
•
•
•

Middleton Musical Extravaganza
Middleton Gardening club
Two gardening days
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Section A Horticultural Achievement
A1 Impact / Impression
(design / materials appropriate to area)
Planting schemes
Tubs have been grouped to improve visual impact and fit in with the surrounding natural
environment . Perennial planting provides visual and financial benefits as well as improving
sustainability. Tubs (and beds) are planted by a number of individual residents. This has its
challenges but also leads to variety, innovative arrangements and increased pride.
Multi-coloured planting with a focus on pollinators and our
work with Derbyshire Wildlife Trust has improved the
environment for our wildlife.
Traditional floral displays on the Green maximise impact with
red being appropriate to this years WW1 memorial event.
We have installed new planters away from the judging route
and planted over 1000 spring bulbs around the village in order
to spread the Bloom message as wide as possible.

A2 Maintenance of planted areas
Local ownership

(Cultivation, weeding, feeding, pruning, grass, tree management)

Planters (and beds) are maintained year round by nearby residents. All tubs are maintained
over the winter and spring before being replanted in spring.
Community gardens
Volunteers from a number of village groups help manage these valued areas. The Millennium
Garden has been renovated over a number of years in line with professional advice. We have
planted a new beech hedge which will replace a wooden fence around the perimeter and
improve the habitat for birdlife in line with our ‘Wild about Gardens’ principles.
Composting / Recycling
A composting area in the Millennium garden provides a substantial amount of valuable
compost from our waste. Spent compost from container planting is also recycled here.
Allotment holders also make compost on their plots.
Extra organic compost (from household waste and peat free) has been donated locally from
the Council’s waste recycling centre. Compost and woodchip has been used as a mulch to
both minimise digging and enhance worm activity.
No herbicides or pesticides are used by the Bloom Group. This presents a significant
challenge (particularly for block paving) but is at the core of our gardening principles.
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Garden Club members have acquired improved knowledge of composting and participate in
plant and seed swaps and have enjoyed informative talks from recycling and composting
experts.

A3 Plant selection
(Appropriate to area, year round interest)
Local suppliers
In addition to plants grown by the group in Middleton, British-grown plants are purchased
locally from an expert nursery. This reduces transport costs as well as providing planting
appropriate to our site
Planting principles
We aim to avoid ‘municipal’ planting where it is not appropriate for the area. Middleton is
an old quarry village and we aim to plant sympathetically for our surroundings.
Reuse and recycling– stretching resources and improving bio-sustainability
Spring bulbs are left in their tubs and the spring flowering primulas are divided and grown
on over summer. They then replace annuals when needed later in the year.
Perennial plants that have outgrown tubs are planted elsewhere throughout the village.
The use of perennial plants and small shrubs increases year on year. Many of them are
variegated evergreen, and winter or early spring flowering shrubs provide year-long
displays.
Management
Seed-heads are not cut back in order to support wildlife.
We aim to leave no beds empty, as we believe that Bloom should be seen as a year round
benefit rather than just an annual summer flourish.

A4 Plant Quality
(vibrant and grown to full potential, pests and diseases)

Supply
We ensure that we purchase good quality plants sourced wherever possible from local
suppliers with similar conditions.
Management
We use no pesticide or herbicides and aim to maintain plant health by encouraging a good
soil structure by the use of compost and mulch, sympathetic planting and judicious pruning.
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Horticultural Achievement - All Year planting appropriate to Middleton
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Section B Environmental Responsibility
B1 Local Identity
(Sense of place, heritage, art in the landscape, signage and interpretation)
Commemorative plaque
The Imperial War Graves Commission commemorative plaque explains Middleton’s role in
producing some 120,000 headstones after the First World War.
The village remains proud of its part
in producing some 120,000
headstones after the First World
War, many of which were taken
down the Steeple Grange railway
line (by the Wildlife Trust HQ). In
November 2019 a lottery funded
memorial stone listing the villagers
lost in the wars was transported
from Wirksworth up the village to
be blessed in the Church and will be
installed on the Green in June 2019
just before EMIB judging. A history project includes this important aspect of our heritage.
In addition, a resident of the Green has created a memorial to the animals lost in WW1.
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High Peak Trail, Redhill Quarry and Middleton Top Engine House
Areas which are part of our local heritage - but of national historical and wildlife importance.
Steeple Grange Light Railway - route adjacent to the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust building
Soon to extend its line to provide a ‘Middleton Station’ near to the quarry and the mine it
used to serve.
'Walks in Middleton' books
A selection of local walks including local history and areas of interest produced by the
Middleton Environment Group.
Sharing Local History
A book by a past resident, Edith Taylor, describing life in
the early years of the last century has been reprinted by
the Environment Group to keep this heritage alive.
Telephone Box
This disused box has been turned into an attractive space
with floral, walking and seasonal themes, by local
residents and children from Middleton School.

Bikes
Middleton Mountain Bike Group installed bikes at Rise End, to celebrate Middleton’s role in
the 2015 Tour of Britain and the 2017 Women’s Tour of Britain and continue to add a a
somewhat quirky welcome to this cycle friendly village set in popular cycling country. We
often see cyclists posing for photos against our planted bikes.
The Rise End bikes and the telephone box all acquire seasonal additions - witches, Santa
Claus, Easter bunnies - created by various village groups.
Knit & Natter Group and Ladies Group displays – seen in the Millennium Garden.
The displays and mosaics this year represent the four seasons and are created with pride by
the groups keen to contribute to Bloom.
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Village Waymarker – 'Pride in Stone'
A large marker carved from local stone welcomes visitors at Rise End. It acknowledges the
pride felt by many villagers in Middleton’s quarrying history. The stone, carving and
installation has been donated by our local businesses.

B2 Natural environment
(Biodiversity, protection and conservation and natural habitat, Wildflower areas, aquatic sites,
bat/ bird boxes, insect hotels)
Wildflower planting
Wild areas abound around Middleton and the newly created area and pond at the
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust, planted with the help of children from the school, further
demonstrates our commitment to wild as well as formal horticultural management.

Orchid Verge.
This managed verge is a miniature semi-natural
wildflower meadow which is valued by visitors
as well as those residents who are unable to
get to our less accessible meadows. It is an
example of how even a small wild space can be
of great interest.
Verge management
Wherever possible, verges are managed to
maintain a wildflower habitat. The example
below is at the entrance to the village at Rise
End.

Middleton Chapel

Re- wilding graveyards
Middleton Church, working with the
Wildlife Trust and Middleton School,
has changed its management of the
churchyard. An initial survey
identified over 50 flower species and
work has started to further improve
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Middleton Church

this habitat, encouraging hedgehogs and invertebrates. During this first year they have put signage,
local publicity and education material in place. The Church achieved a Bronze Eco Award for this
initiative this year and produced a leaflet outlining their eco aims. Middleton Chapel (not on the
tour) is also managing their grounds in a similar way with great success.
Middleton Top, High Peak Trail and management of Redhill Quarry
Carefully managed areas designed to support the natural habitat while accommodating large
visitor numbers. Education forms a significant part of this work.
Partnership with Derbyshire Wildlife Trust
The Wildlife Trust have become an integral part of village life, working with village groups and
the School. They take part in our Open Gardens weekend.'
Promoting native flora
A resident at Rise End is managing an area of open woodland to encourage native plants and
reduce invasive species, a project that enhances the wide range of wild habitats found in
Middleton.
Wildlife garden examples
•

•
•

Planting native hedgerow shrubs at the entrance to the
village at Rise End has delivered significant visual and
wildlife benefits. With over 30 nesting boxes, Owl box,
wildlife pond, numerous habitat piles, undisturbed
woodland, bee colonies, and mulching from organic
The Vicarage
compost this large garden provides an excellent wildlife
environment.
At the top of the village by The Green, a wildlife focused garden and pond also
provides an excellent natural habitat.
The vicarage hosts bee hives which benefit from the many surrounding wildflower
meadows.

These areas, and many others in the village delight and
educate many visitors to the village.
Middleton School
The school enjoys a woodland classroom, nestbox cameras,
bird feeders, a dynamically changing wildflower bank,
orchids on the roof and enthusiastic children, staff and
parents. They benefit from a close involvement with
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust.
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Rise End
Campsite

Educational Trail from Middleton Top
The Middleton Top Ranger team offers educational trails for everyone. The provision of
robust mobility scooters enables less-able visitors to benefit from this wonderful
environment.
Wildlife in the area
A wide diversity of birdlife seen in the village environs includes Peregrine Falcons, Owls,
Warblers in summer and Waxwings in winter. Middleton Moor wildflower meadows are of
great interest, as are the ash/elm/hazel woods north of the village. Slow-worms are found
throughout the village.
New community spaces
A path for residents of the new houses at Rise End goes through a newly landscaped area and
new tree planting. This new green area also provides a wild area to retain a natural habitat
supporting natural flora and fauna.
Other evidence
Middleton’s green credentials benefit greatly from having these nationally recognised centres of
excellence in our village.
Derbyshire Eco Centre
The Eco Centre offers conservation-related courses, countryside skills and RHS qualifications.
Bogs and woodland provide a varied wildlife-friendly habitat and support its teaching aims.
With local volunteers and a local GP It will install a ‘Wellbeing Garden’ first seen in the RHS
Chatsworth show in 2019.
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust: Gang Mine Reserve
Among the species that thrive here on lead-mine waste are Spring Sandwort and Alpine
Pennycress, which have a restricted range in Britain and Europe. This is one of the very few
regional sites where you can see Glow worms.
The National Stone Centre
An SSSI geological site within six former quarries. As an educational charity, it provides
learning opportunities to schools and community groups in a large wildlife-friendly
environment. The centre has recorded 29 different species of butterfly.
Wildflower management on Middleton Moor
Sensitive management of this area creates an environment where Cowslips and Orchids
thrive, giving superb displays in spring and early summer.

B3 Hard surfaces and open grass areas
(litter, chewing gum, graffiti, street weeds, flyposting, water conservation, recycling initiatives,
hard landscapes, open spaces, street furniture maintenance, dog fouling)
Examples to be seen on the judging route.
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Water management
Middleton has only relatively recently had a reliable mains water supply and the more mature
residents remember this all too well. The result is that water is conserved in water butts
throughout the village (as well as many houses having their own well). The 1000 litre water
tank installed in the Millennium Gardens collects rainwater from our tool shed.
Village caretaker
Our valued caretaker is employed by the Parish Council, and has a wide remit including litter
picking, verge management and maintaining footpaths.
Our caretaker liaises closely with the Bloom Group, the Parish Council and, of course,
residents to ensure that any issues are dealt with rapidly.
Dog Poo Fairies
Dog fouling signs are provided and placed by the Environment Group.
Graffiti is never seen in the village.
Street furniture.
Benches are being replaced with recycled plastic versions as finances allow.
Other evidence
Education
The School has links with the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust to encourage environmental
awareness.
Litter picking
A village litter picking group regularly arranges litter
picks on the surrounding areas, reaching up to a mile
out of the village. They also helped mobilise a large
group to take part in the National Big Spring Clean
event this year.
Note on road cleaning challenges in Middleton
Due to cost cutting measures the District council road
sweeping programme is somewhat infrequent and they now
charge a premium if we request additional visits (such as for
for Bloom judging). We believe that our funds are better
spent on other aspects of Bloom rather than ad hoc cleaning
for special days.
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Middleton’s Heritage
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Pollinator overload! Biodiversity abounds inside the village and all around.

An Open
Garden

Main Street

Gang
Mine
footpath

Gypsy Lane Footpath

DWLT Wild planting

Wilding a Churchyard

Main Street
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Education , Signage and Interpretation – just a few of our many boards
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Art in our community and landscape – most by our very own residents
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Section C Community Participation
C1 Year round Activity and Future Commitment
(Forward planning, year round activities, uniquely Middleton)
In addition to a chronological overview of the past year included earlier in this portfolio, further
details of annual, monthly and weekly events are included below. Note that whilst all of these are
not ‘organised’ directly by the Bloom Group (which would be somewhat impossible) all are related
to the Bloom message.
Herein lies our secret to sustainability and spreading our message.
Monthly Village Groups in support of Bloom
Bloom Community Gardening
Middleton Gardening club
Middleton Environment Group
Knit and Natter
School Allotment Club
Middleton Village Green Group
Middleton Ladies Group
Middleton Walking Group
Middleton Litter Picking Group
Middleton Allotment Group

Regular community events in support of Bloom
Christmas Lights Turn-on - The Green. A fun event raising funds for the Village Green group.
Middleton Produce Show - Held in September encouraging engagement in gardening and all
things green.
Bloom Celebration - Held in Autumn to thank all groups for their support throughout the year.
Not Yet May Day - A new event in 2019 with around 100 folk dancers of varying styles joining
Bloom for a Spring celebration including Middleton Maypole.
Open Gardens - Held in June – Giving a Pride in Place to all participants.
Middleton in Bloom Musical Extravaganza - Bloom fundraiser held in August in the
Millennium Gardens
Open Garden winter celebration - A ‘Pie and Pea supper’ evening to thank those particpants
and volunteers who make the Open Garden event what it is – and plan for next year. Over 60
people joined us this year
Future planning - All these are planned to take place over the next year, and no doubt new ones,
such as the May Day Spring , will appear.
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Other Village Groups - Community abounds!
Other groups also meet regularly and whilst they support Bloom in many ways (such as singing
at village events or sponsorship) they have a somewhat less horticultural focus. These include;
Not Dead Yet Music Group, Community Choir, Middleton Church, Ladies Group, Wrestling
Club, on Book clubs, Folk Jam, Cycling club, Bike club, running group, Yoga, Pilates,
Community Cinema.
Copies of the village magazine – the Village Pump – along with other press cuttings further
demonstrate our all year round commitment to Bloom are also available online at
https://www.middletonbywirksworth-pc.gov.uk
Horticultural forward planning
Work continues to deliver the long-term strategy for The Millennium Garden. This includes
reducing overgrown shrubbery to make the garden lighter and brighter, and replanting in a
more sustainable way.
Throughout the village we continue to work with our partner organisations as we drive towards
improving our environment and ecological sustainable gardening.

Community involvement examples
You will by now see that we are very proud of our community involvement in Bloom. Whilst
space prevents us listing them all we hope that the few highlights below give you a flavour of
what we think makes Middleton in Bloom unique
Middleton Open Gardens
This one event demonstrates many of the key components of Bloom and engages many villagers in
improving our community as well as its green spaces. The event displays;
Heritage - Gardens brimming with history and interest including a newly revealed lead mine
in its own straw house.
Horticultural excellence – From small Cottage courtyards to wild gardens and classical designs
in the Vicarage (one of our two NGS scheme gardens) we demonstrate the very best in design
and planting. Many visitors visiting after the RHS Chatsworth show (held on the same
weekend) commented that they got more inspiration for their green areas from Middleton
than from Chatsworth.
Community and year round involvement - The event involves many villagers throughout the
year as they strive to get things ‘in order’ before inviting visitors over the weekend. 43 venues
in such a small village is remarkable, and we welcomed many (damp) visitors in 2019. The
enthusiasm and pride generated suggests that next year the numbers will grow further.
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Open Garden publicity has highlighted the village’s 2019 Bloom credentials including our
Britain in Bloom entry. This has included local and national publicity as well as websites,
social media, local radio, and banners and posters.

Middleton Annual Produce Show
The 2018 event saw 178 entries in 41 categories with entries
from all ages and abilities.
The 2019 event will take place on the 15th September and
provides another opportunity for the village Bloom community
to get together and have a fun afternoon based around all
things green.

NGS Gardens
The village boasts two NGS Open Gardens.
These events highlight Middleton’s fine
horticultural delights throughout the year
as well as during the Open Gardens
weekend.
Duke Field
A cluster of sheltered bungalows show the very
best in managing a communal space. Residents
show their gardens to visitors and participate in
Bloom as abilities allow.
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Millennium Gardens
Many events take place on the garden: children’s crafts,
ladies’ group meetings (and weeding), BBQs, music
events including the Bloom Extravaganza which is a key
fundraiser as well as a Bloom focused village celebration.
Community Knit and Natter meetings take place in the
garden when the weather is favourable.
Art forms a large part of our community and this year’s
creative display, along with those from the Ladies Group,
both represent The Four Seasons.
In addition, a sculpture from a local Willow Artist adds
further interest to this wonderful community space.

The Village pub - near the Green (Nelson Arms)
The Nelson Arms is the village ‘social hub’ has
continued to improve its horticultural displays on their
premises. Note the sedum roof on the log-store and
the innovative planted seating adding to the Village
Green environment.

C2 Communication and awareness
(Local and regional marketing for all of the community, Communications and media involvement,
Interpretation and learning)

Local marketing
Monthly publicity of Bloom related activities, achievements and aims are shared via our
village publication – The Village Pump. This includes feedback on past events by Bloom
related village groups, advertising future events as well as regular details of planned garden
work and calls for volunteers.
Regional marketing
Local and regional press and radio/TV are contacted frequently with varied levels of success.
Social media
Ad hoc publicity for events spread widely via Facebook. Overall views from sharing between
around 4 or 5 different pages have been in the thousands on occasion.
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Regional marketing
We have close links with ‘Destination Wirksworth’ (a website funded by Wirksworth Town
Council), who have strongly supported our events. This gives us a potential 30,000 market
on a regular basis.
National marketing
We use the national ‘Open Gardens’ website with great success reaching visitors from across
the UK and abroad.
Education- outdoor education.
The school uses the adjacent woodland as its Forest Schools base and for outdoor learning
related to National Curriculum topics, artwork, music and creative writing. Forest school time
has doubled in the last year.
School has had a small flock of hens for about eight years. Children learn how to look after
them, clean up and collect the eggs. Families look after the hens during the school holidays.
New raised beds, funded by The Friends of Middleton School, will further enhance their
horticultural opportunities.
Nestbox cameras and participation in RSPB Garden Birdwatch increase their awareness of
wildlife.
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C3 Funding and Support
(Fundraising, business and other sponsors, long term viability
Fundraising and financial stability
Funds are raised at the events already listed throughout the year. Some of these are
organised by the Bloom Group (e.g. Musical Extravaganza, Not Yet May Day) and by other
groups who then donate some of their profits to Bloom. Our financial plan is to maintain a
balance at the end of each year to fund following years’ planting, thereby ensuring continuity.
If additional fundraising was ever required then this would be put in place in the ‘off season’.
We have not yet had to do this.
In addition there are ‘reserve funds’ available in other Bloom related groups (such as the
Environment Group who organise the Open Gardens) upon which we can call.
In this way we do not drift into the habit of ‘raising money for moneys sake’ and are able to
focus on delivering the core aims of Bloom in Middleton.
Sponsorship
Last year we have received sponsorship and donations of around £1463 throughout the year
from many local businesses, village groups and residents. The year end balance is similar to
previous years. We would like to recognise and thank the following for their valuable
support in this year’s Bloom:

THANK YOU!
Petts Stonemason
Middleton Knit and Natter
Anonymous Middleton residents
Middleton Environment Group
Middleton Ladies Group
Nelson Arms/Pickle Holiday
cottage.
Lowes marble

Wirksworth cars / Budget tyre
Morrisons Supermarket Belper
Severn Trent Water
Middleton School
Mick Beech
Birchover Reclamation
Mainsail restaurant Carsington
Miners Retreat Holiday Cottage
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Sainsburys
Greenacres Holiday Cottage
The Hollies Nursery Bonsall
Vital Earth Ashbourne
DS Insulation
Frame Shop Wirksworth
Slinters Mines
Steve and Alice French

All year round activity. Adding value and ownership to Bloom
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Open Gardens. Welcoming visitors from far and wide. A Proud village indeed!
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Middleton in Bloom 2019 - Conclusion
A summary of what we have achieved
In 2019 we have:
o Moved towards making Middleton a leader in creating a green and sustainable world.
o Used our 2018 EMIB Gold Award medal to enthuse the whole community.
o Built on previous Bloom results, learning from previous judges’ comments and suggestions.
o Maintained and strengthened both the committee and volunteer base.
o Benefitted from working to deliver a long term strategy.
o Identified further improvements necessary to improve the appearance of the village.
o Improved our engagement with local businesses through publicity, financial support and
horticultural effort.
o Maintained a healthy financial base to enable us to maintain our progress and move
forward in 2020.
o Maintained and built up our Bloom all-year profile in the village and beyond.
o Enjoyed the enthusiastic support from a wide range of fellow village groups.
o Continued to put children and wildlife at the heart of what we do.
o Understood that whilst Rome cannot be built in a day – you can make a good start if you
smile!

And finally

We have made our village an even better place to live in and to visit.

THANK YOU FOR
VISITING
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Some of our Blooming Team

We hope you have enjoyed
your time in Middleton
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